The Wave Digital multidimensional discretization technique, recently proposed by A . F ettweis et al, is a potentially important new method for simulating systems of partial di erential equations PDE's, especially those that model processes appearing in nature. To date, no general method has appeared in the literature indicating how to accommodate boundary conditions in Wave Digital simulations. Since the incorporation of a consistent set of boundary conditions within a given PDE system is a necessary condition for that system even to possess a unique solution, it is clear that accounting for boundary conditions within numeric simulations is just as necessary. We present here a method for accommodating lumped, linear or nonlinear boundary conditions into the Wave Digital simulation of either linear or nonlinear PDE systems. Graphic results from the Wave Digital simulation of a simple acoustics problem are also given.
Introduction
Systems of partial di erential equations PDE's are used throughout engineering and science to describe many phenomena that occur in nature, including acoustics and speech production, electromagnetic wave propagation, uid ow, electronic device operation and reliability, w eather analysis, and others. It is therefore desirable to simulate the behavior of such PDE systems as cheaply and rapidly as possible.
A remarkable new approach to PDE system simulation, discovered by A . F ettweis, has appeared in the recent literature 2 -10 . It exhibits second-order accuracy, and because it has its origin in the eld of digital signal processing, this approach has been termed multidimensional wave digital ltering," though its action is to simulate, not to lter.
To help describe an important advantage of this fundamental new approach to PDE system simulation, consider the conceptually simplest situation in which a single processor a very small computer which might well beone of millions of such processors is devoted solely to the computations associated with one and only one discrete-space point in a grid spanning the overall simulation space. At each instant o f s i m ulation time, it is the job of such a processor to predict the values of the dependent PDE variables at its point in space at the next simulation time instant.
It turns out that a bene t of the multidimensional wave digital lter approach o f F ettweis is that each such processor calculates its future values using only current v alues of these dependent variables at its own spatial location, plus current values of these quantities at its nearestneighborprocessors; that is, those processors dedicated to computing these same dependentvariables at nearest-neighbor points in multidimensional space 2, 3, 4 .
Other second-order nite-di erence methods are not known to provide this advantage: That is, unless one restricts oneself to rst-order techniques, inter-processor communications beyond nearest-neighbors are required. For example, the widely-used Adams-Bashforth algorithm provides second-order accuracy as does the wave formulation, but is known to bea two step" method 13 . Thus, each processor would require nearest-neighbor communications plus connections with processors that are two grid distance units away. This not only increases the design complexity of the corresponding processor arrays, it could also increase communication times by a s m uch as a factor of three to four since signal interconnections are known to be the single most limiting factor with respect to performance and circuit density in VLSI circuits 26 .
Implied in what we have stated above is the fact that PDE system simulations based on wave digital formulations allow full computational parallelism; that is, except for the exchange of a limited amount of known nearest-neighbor state information early on, the wave digital calculations necessary to advance a grid point's dependent v ariable values by one time step do not interact in any w ay with the corresponding calculations taking place at other grid points.
Both these attributes nearest-neighbor connections and full parallelism make the wave digital method an attractive candidate for implementation in massively parallel VLSI architectures.
The wave digital method is also known to yield A-stable simulation algorithms. Furthermore, wave digital lter simulation methods can provide these stability passivity bene ts termed robustness" by F ettweis 7 in a fully multidimensional sense: In particular, recursion stability can be provided by this new method in all spatial dimensions, as well as the temporal direction 2 , 6 -9 . Especially appealing is the fact that wave simulations can inherit these stability properties from the physical passivity that the corresponding continuous space-time systems naturally possess.
The WD method can be applied directly to hyperbolic PDE's only, although it can be extended to parabolic and elliptic cases, as well.
But, of course, no PDE problem is well-de ned until an appropriate set of initial and boundary conditions have also been speci ed. Incorporating initial conditions into wave digital PDE simulations was described in 11 and 14 . In this article, we will detail a general method for accommodating lumped boundary conditions into WD simulations of PDE systems. By At the heart of this new method, we will propose a simple equation counting" technique to determine in any speci c case if a given boundary condition may be accommodated at a given grid boundary point. For those situations in which a condition cannot be incorporated into a PDE simulation, we will show what corrective actions may be taken.
Both of these examples involve the simulation of a simple three-dimensional electrical parallel plate problem; they di er in their choices of the underlying sampling grid used. The rst example makes use of a pair of mutually-o set rectangular grids termed a checkerboard" sampling pattern in 3 , while the second example carries out its calculations on a densest-ballpacking" grid. Which, in two spatial dimensions, has a hexagonal or honeycomb" appearance. See 5 for discussions of this latter grid type in higher or lower dimensions. In both examples, only piecewise-linear boundaries having segments parallel or orthogonal to the coordinate axes are considered.
These two examples will bring out some of the di culties that can arise at certain grid boundary points when attempting to satisfy simultaneously both the given PDE's and a boundary condition. And it will bein the context of these examples that we will indicate ways of overcoming these di culties.
After studying these examples, it will be a straightforward matter to summarize a general procedure for dealing with lumped boundary conditions that may be either linear or nonlinear.
Graphical results of simulations of several simple acoustics problems will also be given.
Previous Work
We consider the example, as in 2 and 3 , of two parallel conducting plates possibly lossy separated by a dielectric possibly also lossy, shown in Figure 1 . In this section, we will review the checkerboard" and densest-ball-packing" method of wave digital WD simulation of this 3-dimensional parallel plate problem given by 3 and 2 , respectively. l, c, r and g are given parameters that satisfy l 0; c 0; r 0; g 0, and that r and g may befunctions of t. Finally, i 1 and i 2 are current densities in the direction of t 1 and t 2 , respectively, while u is the voltage between the two plates and u = r 3 i 3 ; 6 r 3 being an arbitrary auxiliary positive quantity, and i 3 is thus de ned by this equation.
Checkerboard" Sampling
This WD simulation method of the 3-dimensional parallel plate problem is given in 3 . Since the sampling pattern used here resembles a checkerboard, this WD method algorithm is referred as checkerboard" method.This sampling pattern will be described more fully below.
As described in 2 and elsewhere, one of the rst steps in applying the WD discretization method to a system of PDE's is the derivation of a corresponding reference circuit". This circuit is constructed in such a way that its equations of motion i.e., its loop and or node equations are precisely the original partial di erential equations. In this circuit, the counterparts of the original dependent variables are the circuit loop currents and or node voltages. Thus, these currents and voltages are functions not only of time, but of the various spatial dimensions also. The elements appearing in reference circuits are typically resistors, inductors, capacitors, ideal transformers, and gyrators. Mathematically, a linear resistor in such a circuit would multiply the multidimensional current passing through it by a resistance value, to arrive at the multidimensional voltage appearing across it. A nonlinear resistor would impose a more general relation between its current and voltage, but these electrical" variables would still be multidimensional. Multidimensional reactive" elements in reference circuits are especially interesting. The voltage across a linear inductor, for example, is still proportional to the derivative of its current; however, the di erentiation is a "directional derivative" taken in multidimensional space. The derivative direction must bespeci ed for each inductor, just as one would also specify each inductor's inductance value. Multidimensioanl capacitors would behave in a dual manner, and nonlinear, multidimensional reactive circuit elements can be expected to arise in the reference circuits corresponding to nonlinear systems of PDE's.
In 1 , the well-known methods for transcribing one-dimensional continuous-time reference circuits into wave digital networks are summarized. These networks may be viewed as numeric algorithms that simulate the behavior of the original continuous-time circuit in discrete-time. The underlying discretization process is based on the trapezoidal rule, and unique to the WD methods the quantities being processed by the simulating network are incident and re ected waves", rather than the original dependent v ariables appearing in the reference circuit. The remarkable results published by Fettweis, et al in 2, 3 and elsewhere demonstrate that these same transcription methods may be applied to multidimensional reference circuits, as well. Thus, one may not only construct wave digital lters" that mimic the behavior of continuous-time signal processors in discrete-time, it is now also possible to construct wave digital algorithms that simulate the behavior of multidimensional processes, processes modelled by systems of partial di erential equations.
A reference for our parallel plate PDE system, 1 , 3, was developed in 3 , and a modi ed version of this is shown in Figure 2 As is the case in classical one-dimensional WD theory, every inductor in the reference circuit is modeled as a delay element, together with a sign reversal, in the WD network, and every resistor possibly together with a series voltage source is modeled as a sink. For example, the inductor labeled by D 3 l , 2 in the reference circuit of Figure 2 corresponds to the highlighted register in the WD network of Figure 3 . The delay is of step size 2T in the t 3 direction, and its corresponding reference resistance is R 9 . 
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The three-port and four-port serial adaptors are given by 1 . The N 0 1 and the N 00 1 subnetworks are given in 2 . All these network blocks are simple interconnections of adders and multipliers. As we have seen from Figure 3 , the calculation at a grid point requires information from two previous discretization steps in the t 3 direction see the highlighted box in Figure 3 . and also single steps in either the t 1 and t 3 or t 2 and t 3 directions, as well. We now draw the sampling grid for the parallel plate problem and show its data dependencies in the t 1 and t 2 plane in Figure 4 . Calculations are performed alternately on unshaded grid points and then on shaded grid points. Figure 4 also shows how these calculations require previously calculated information from their neighboring grid points. As mentioned above, a grid point calculation also makes use of information from its own previous calculation, carried out two time steps earlier. 
Densest Ball Packing" Sampling
The WD simulation of the 3-dimensional parallel plate problem on a densest-ball-packing grid is given in 2 . A coordinate transformation is rst applied to the parallel plate PDEs. Then a di erent reference circuit and wave digital network are introduced, 2 .
The reference circuit derived in 2 , is shown in Figure 5 . The corresponding WD network appears in Figure 6 . Note that the leftmost inductor labeled by D 0 1 +D 0 2 +D 0 3 l 00 , 4 3 in the reference circuit of Figure 5 corresponds to the leftmost delay element in the WD network of Figure 6 . The delay is of step size T 0 in all three D 0 directions, and its corresponding reference resistance is R 1 . The 3-port and 4-port serial adaptors are again given by 1 , while N 0 i; N 00 i, i = 1; 2 are shown in 2 . As before, these subnetworks contain only adders and multipliers.
Formula for the reference port resistances called out in Figure 6 are given in 2 .
As we can see from Figure 6 , the calculations at an interior grid point need previously- directions, which turns out to be equivalent to three steps back in the t 3 direction 2 . Figure 7 shows the sampling grids in the t 1 and t 2 plane. Here, one rst carries out the calculations at the grid points marked 0, then the grid points marked 1, and then 2. Then calculations at the points marked 0 are again performed. In Figure 7 , we see the patterns of information exchange between neighbors. In all cases, this is information that has been calculated one time step before. A grid point calculation also requires information from its own previous calculation, which w as carried out three simulation time steps before. where A and P are nn matrix, d, f, s and q are column n-vectors, and e is a scalar. A, P, d, f, s and e may befunctions of the spatial variables t 1 and t 2 , but in what follows, we will take these coe cients to betime-invariant. Only the vector of sources, q, will beallowed to be time-varying. x is a vector of n state variables. i 1 and u are the same dependent v ariables appearing in the parallel plate PDE's, and i 3 is de ned by equation 6. 
Incorporating Boundary Conditions with Checkerboard" Sampling
In this section, we will demonstrate how to accommodate lumped linear boundary conditions in the WD simulation of parallel plate PDEs when using the checkerboard sampling pattern". We will assume a point on the western boundary; however the same procedure can be applied to eastern, southern and northern boundaries as well.
Basic Procedure
As shown in Figure 4 , each interior sampling point node receives waves b 11 , b 12 from its eastern and western neighbors, respectively, b 13 and b 14 from its northern and southern neighbors, respectively, and b 8 , b 9 and b 10 from its own previous calculations. Note that all these waves have been calculated either one time step or two time steps earlier. However, for grid points lying on the western boundary, such as B in Figure 4 , there is no western neighbor. So an incoming b 12 is not available at these points. We will make use of the boundary condition equations to infer a value for this unknown wave, so that both the original PDE's and the boundary condition will be simultaneously satis ed.
In this simulation, these are seven waves entering or leaving each grid point, one for each of the seven registers appearing in Figure 2 . From 1 , we know that incident and re ected voltage waves associated with each port are de ned, respectively, a s a = u + Ri; b = u , Ri In practice, we nd M to be of full rank, though we h a ve no proof of this that would guarantee this for all possible systems of PDE's. Equation 22 can thus be written:
This implies that given w, we can calculate the wave quantities b, and vice versa by w = M ,1 b.
Referring again to Figure 4 , we recall that the boundary grid point B has no western neighbor that can supply a value for the incoming wave b 12 . However, in the next subsection, we will show that when the boundary condition 17 is introduced into 28, two of the elements of the vector w become dependent; that is, one element of w may be simply written in terms of one of the others. This will enable us to eliminate one element from w and also merge two columns of M. M will then have seven rows and six columns, and will be of rank no greater than six. We will then nd it to bethe case that the unknown element of the b vector, b 12 , may be written as a linear combination of the remaining six elements in the b vector plus the vector x, since x also appears in 17. Therefore, we can express i 3 in vector w as a function of these six b elements without b 12 . At this point, equation 16 will contain only the state variables x and at most the six known b wave values. Thus we may advance the simulation of the boundary equation 16 by one time step, producing updated estimates for x. We will then nd that, with the updated x, a value for the unknown b 12 may beinferred. With b 12 known, the simulation of the WD network at grid point B m a y then advance to the next time step, as well.
Detailed Discussion
We rst de ne the 7-vector Since V is a matrix of rank six, MV will be a 77 matrix with a rank of no more than six. We will therefore assume that b 12 the WD PDE simulation at the boundary grid point m a y also be advanced by one time step.
Summary
The procedure for accommodating boundary conditions in this speci c parallel plate problem discretized ont o a c heckerboard grid may be summarized as follows:
Express the incoming b waves in terms of the PDE system dependent v ariables and their rst derivatives, as in 22.
Assuming n dv original PDEs, use the PDE relationships to eliminate n dv columns in M 0 and n dv elements in w 0 . Perform the standard WD simulation at the boundary point with the incoming waves either known or inferred.
Obvious variations of the above method can clearly be used to handle grid points lying on northern, southern, or eastern boundaries. For a southern boundary, for example, the entering wave b 14 will be missing. See Figure 4 . However, this wave may be similarly inferred by making use of the given boundary condition relation between i 2 and u.
Incorporating Boundary Conditions with Densest Ball Packing" Sampling
In this section, we will show how to apply the boundary simulation procedure developed in the previous section to accommodate boundary condition in the WD simulation of the parallel plate PDEs with densest ball packing" sampling pattern. The procedure we have just seen can also beapplied at the western and eastern boundaries in this case as well. The southern and northern boundaries require a special approach, however, which w e will discuss later.
Vertical Boundaries
As shown in For a southern horizontal boundary, the situation is di erent. There are four waves, b 4 , b 5 , b 8 , and b 9 , which are unknown, since points lying on the southern boundary have no southeastern or southwestern neighbors. A solution to this southern boundary case will be given in the next chapter. For grid points lying on the northern boundary, w aves b 11 and b 14 are not available. We can use the same kind of approach used for the western boundary to infer these two unknown waves. For the grid points lying immediately below the northern boundary, there are also two waves missing, b 11 and b 14 . However, since these points are not precisely on the boundary, w e cannot simply apply the boundary procedure given above. Thus, we will also take the northern boundary as a special case and treat it in a later section.
Horizontal Boundaries
Southern Boundary Recall that in the previous section when the boundary edge was parallel to the t 2 -axis and lying to the left, there were two unknown waves entering the points on the boundary, b 4 and b 8 , because there was no southwestern neighbor. With the boundary equations, 17 and 42, these two unknown waves were inferred from a linear combination of the other b's and the state variables x. Then we advanced the boundary state equation simulation one step to obtain the updated x and then b 4 and b 8 . After that the normal parallel plate simulation was performed at the boundary point: That is, the a waves were calculated for export to neighboring grid points at the next simulation time step.
Since as shown in Figure 9 , grid points lying on the southern boundary have no southwestern or southeastern neighbors, there are four waves missing, b 4 and b 8 from the southwest, and b 5 and b 9 from the southeast. The boundary equations, 17 and 42, do not provide su cient information to infer all four unknown waves. We will add more sampling points to this boundary as a means of dealing with this de ciency. See Figure 10 .
As shown in Figure 10 , we propose that the parallel plate simulation be done rst at points 0, then points 1 and then 2. The points labeled 2 on the boundary receive information from their northern neighbors labeled 1 which h a ve been calculated one time step before, and receive information from their western and eastern neighbors, labeled as 0, which h a ve been calculated two time steps before. These points should also receive information from their southern neighbors, labeled as 1, which are missing. The boundary points labeled as 0 will receive information from their northern, western and eastern neighbors labeled as 2, which h a ve been calculated one time step before; and their southern neighbors are also missing. In addition, boundary points 0 or 2 also make use of three waves from their previous calculation which w as carried out three time steps earlier. All boundary points now h a ve only one missing neighborasaresult of our doubling the sampling grid points at the southern boundary in this way. So we can infer the unknown waves associated with these missing neighbors by applying the boundary conditions as in section 3.1.
Clearly the wave digital algorithm performed at these southern boundary points must be di erent from the one performed at the interior grid points. The reference circuit and the WD network for these southern boundary points 0 and 2 are given in 32 .
Notice that boundary grid points labeled 0 and 2 are now performing di erent WD simulation algorithms, and that information exchange between these grid points is necessary. Also notice that interior grid points of types 1 and 2 which lie adjacent to the southern boundary must pass the correct wave information to boundary points of types 2 and 0. Also, boundary points 0 must send the requested wave information to interior grid points 1. Details of these new information transfers may be found in 32 . Northern Boundary For grid points marked 0 lying on the northern boundary shown in Figure 11 , there is only one missing neighbor associated with two unknown waves, b 11 and b 14 .
It is therefore the case that we m a y use the same procedure applied on the western boundary in section 3.2 to infer these two unknown waves. But for grid points 2 which lie immediately below the northern boundary, shown highlighted in Figure 11 , there is no northern neighbor either. But, since these grid points do not lie directly on the boundary, we cannot apply the same procedure as was used for the western and eastern boundaries.
A way to treat this northern boundary problem is very similar to what was done at the southern boundary. First, we i n troduce new grid points on the northern boundary between the existing grid points 0, as shown in Figure 12 . These new introduced points are marked 1 because they perform their WD simulations at the same simulation time steps as the interior plate points 1 do their WD calculations. Second, the northern boundary points 0 or 1 now perform di erent WD simulation algorithms compared to inner plate points 0 or 1. This is evident from the observation that a northern boundary point of type 0 now receives information from its four neighbors to the north, south, west and east. Each neighbor contributes only one wave, which is calculated two time steps before. A type 0 point also needs three waves from its previous calculation, which w as done three time steps earlier. For a northern boundary point o f t ype 1, it receives one wave from both its north and south neighbors, respectively. These two w aves have been calculated two time steps before. It also needs two w aves from its west and east neighbors, which h a ve been calculated one time step before. Finally, it needs three waves from its previous calculation which has been carried out three time steps before. So as in the southern boundary, the WD simulation algorithms performed on northern boundary points 0 and 1 are very similar to checkerboard algorithm. We can derive the WD networks for these northern boundary points of types 0 and 1, and these may be found in 32 .
The WD simulation algorithms performed at the northern boundary points 0 and 1 enable us to apply the procedure developed in chapter 3.1 to accommodate the boundary condition in the WD simulation, since there is now only one missing north neighbor, associated with only one incoming wave, for northern boundary points of type 0 or 1.
Since the north boundary points 0 or 1 implement W D algorithms that are di erent from that applied at the interior grid points, a modi ed information exchange between boundary points and inner plate points is necessary. For details refer to 32 .
A General Procedure
We will now summarize the boundary condition procedure used in the preceding sections; we will do this in more general terms than before since it is our intention to show: that the procedure may be generalized and immediately applied to many h yperbolic systems of PDE's, including nonlinear ones; there is a simple equation counting" method to determine in any speci c case if the procedure is or is not applicable; and what corrective action may be taken in those cases in which the counting method indicates that the procedure is not immediately applicable.
We will repeatedly refer back to the parallel plate cases that we have developed in our earlier sections, since as we shall see these provide us several examples of the various steps involved in the more general procedure.
Suppose that, for a given system of PDE's and corresponding sets of initial and boundary conditions, a reference circuit has been developed, and from this reference circuit a WD network has been constructed. At a given sampling point on the boundary, w e wish to determine whether the boundary condition at that point may be incorporated into the calculations of the WD network assigned to this sampling point. The result of this determination may be negative; that is, the nature of the reference circuit and the direction of the boundary may b e such that insu cient information may beavailable to the WD network for it to carry out all its calculations. The procedure we e n unciate below will allow one to make this determination. Then, if a lack of su cient information indeed turns out to be the case, we will give suggestions for how this situation might b e o vercome.
We will use the abbreviation dv" in place of the term dependent variable". This would refer to the voltage and current functions in the reference circuits for the parallel plate problem dealt with in the earlier sections for example. Also appearing in the reference circuit will be some numberof rst derivatives of these dv's taken with respect to the various independent variables. When considering the collection of the dv's and these rst derivative terms, we will usually abbreviate this larger set of functions by dv&d" the dependent v ariables and those of their rst derivatives that appear in the reference circuit.
At a boundary sampling point, one or more say n un of the n w incoming wave values will beunknown. In order for the WD network associated with this sampling point to carry out all of its calculations, we obviously need to infer these values from other considerations. To see how this might bedone, we rst suppose that the numberof distinct dv&d functions that appear in the reference circuit is n dv&d . We then recall that every incoming wave is de ned as a certain known linear combination of these n dv&d functions. We will assume that these wave-de ning equations are linearly independent. Therefore, this must betrue of the n w ,n un equations de ning the waves whose incoming values are known. Thus, these equations constitute n w ,n un independent, linear relationships among the dv&d's. It will be the case that n dv&d n w , n un Therefore, if we can nd n dv&d ,n w ,n un additional independent relationships solely among the n dv&d dv&d's, then it will be the case that given the n w , n un known incoming waves, one may calculate corresponding values for all the dv&d's. Finally, inferred" values for the n un unknown incoming waves may becalculated since these waves also have known de nitions in terms of the dv&d's.
But where can we nd these n dv&d , n w , n un additional independent relationships among the n dv&d dv&d's? To begin with, the n dv PDE's from which the reference circuit was constructed are certainly possibly nonlinear relationships among the dv&d's. Second, the state variable boundary conditions can provide us with another independent relationship, namely when 50 is applied in 46 and terms are also algebraically rearranged. These are the algebraic equations that may be appended to the overall set, and, if desired, solved for all the elements of x as well as the dv&d's. With current values for these known, we may calculate the unknown wave inputs to the WD network which, in turn, will compute the wave quantities to beexported to neighboring WD networks at the next time step. Also, knowing the current x values, we m a y calculate any other dependent v ariables within the state variable boundary system that may b e o f i n terest. One should also remember that when a reference circuit is constructed from a set of PDE's, it can be the case that new" derivative terms will appear in the reference circuit and therefore in the wave de ning equations that do not seem to appear in the PDE system. In this situation, it will always turn out to bethe case that any new" derivative direction being applied to a given dependent v ariable in the reference circuit may be written as a linear combination of the directions used by the derivative terms being applied to the same dependent variable in the PDE's. In these situations, one could simply append these extra linear equations to the overall set of equations described above so that the new" derivative values may be related to the known incoming waves, also. Now, if it turns out that not all of the n dv&d ,n w ,n un needed independent relationships exist, what can bedone? First of all, a di erent transformation of the independent variables may beapplied. This will give rise to a di erent reference circuit that may have fewer waves entering the boundary sampling point from outside the boundary, for example. An instance of this has already been seen: recall the two parallel plate reference circuits developed above, one for the case in which the independent v ariables were transformed versus the case in which they were not. Along the southern boundary of a rectangular region, a WD network stemming from transformed variables and resulting in a densest-ball-packing" sampling grid required four waves entering from outside the boundary, while the WD network constructed from the original independent v ariables which made use of the so-called checkerboard" sampling pattern required only one.
Alternatively, one may apply a di erent reference circuit and thus a di erent WD network along the boundary only. An example of this was given in section 3:2, above, in which the southern and northern boundary grid point simulations were carried out di erently from those used at interior grid points because distinct reference circuits were applied.
To summarize, in order to determine if a given reference circuit and its corresponding WD network are able to accommodate a boundary condition imposed on a PDE system, one may Count the numberof dependent variables and their rst derivatives that appear in the PDE system. call this b n dv&d .
From the WD network, determine the numberofwaves that enter the boundary sampling point in question from outside the boundary. This will be n un .
Let the number of PDE's be called n eq and the numberofwaves in the WD network be n w .
Then, if n eq +1+n w ,n un = b n dv&d , the boundary condition 43 may be accommodated while making use of the given reference circuit. If the number of equations in the overall set is only one short of b n dv&d , then 47 or its nonlinear counterpart should be examined to determine if it is independent of the other equations. If so, then we m a y be sure that the boundary condition can still be modeled simultaneously with the PDE system. However, if the use of 43 and 47 still leaves us with fewer b n dv&d independent relationships, then a di erent reference circuit will need to be enunciated, at least at the boundary grid points in question.
Once a su cient n umber of equations has been found, the simulation at the boundary may then proceed, either sequentially wherein the lumped boundary condition simulation is timeadvanced rst, after which the WD network is advanced, or simultaneously with the lumped and PDE systems being solved for during the same numerical steps. See above for details.
Simulation of a Simple Acoustics Problem
As an example, we simulate an acoustics problem taken from 25 , which is similar to the three-dimensional parallel plate problem.
We assume the medium air is a continuous, isotropic one, of uniform density and having the property of perfect lossless elasticity. The behavior of sound waves traveling through a two-dimensional crossection of this space can be characterized by the following equations, 25 
Hard" Boundary Condition
Suppose that the other three sides of the piston and the four sides of the outer rectangular boundary have no other sound source. We rst assume that these boundaries are all hard" so that the ow per unit area perpendicular to these sides is zero. For example, the ow per unit area perpendicular to the bottom face of the piston, which i s u, is set equal to zero. The ow perunit area perpendicular to the left or right faces of the piston, which is v, are also zero.
Similar conditions are de ned for the four sides of the outer rectangular boundary.
Soft" Boundary Condition
Suppose the right side of the boundary is not a hard" boundary while the other sides of the boundary and the three sides of the piston remain so. This implies that the right boundary will exhibit some elastic deformation when incoming waves strike it. Thus it will store some energy from the coming waves. This phenomenon can be expressed by
where p E X is a given exterior pressure and K is a parameter which speci es how hard" or how soft" the boundary is. The boundary may also beporous and may therefore absorb some energy from the waves when they pass through boundary wall. This phenomenon can be expressed by v = Gp , p E X 65 where G is the boundary parameter which speci es the porosity of the boundary wall.
Due to these two e ects, the soft" boundary condition can be written as
We will perform the simulations for hard" boundary and soft" boundary.
Simulation Results
The simulation results are shown in the following gures. Figure 14 shows the defraction property of the sound wave. We can clearly see the hemispherical distribution of the sound waves traveling through space with alternating high air pressure and low air pressure. The simulation of Figure 14 is done with the ratio of the length of the upper face of the piston to the wavelength chosen to be approximately 1:4. 
Wave Defraction

Wave Refraction
When the sound wave reaches a boundary where the nature of the medium changes, the wave will bepartly re ected and partly transmitted. If the two media di er only slightly in their properties, most of the energy will be transmitted in the refracted waves into the second medium and but little will be re ected back from the surface. The transmitted wave will travel with a di erent v elocity. This phenomenon is shown in Figure 15 . The air density in the upper region t 2 50 is de ned to be four times greater than in the region t 2 50.
Wave Re ection
When the sound wave reaches a rigid boundary which absorbs no energy, the sound wave will be fully re ected.
If the boundary is a soft" one, it will absorb energy from the incoming wave. Then the re ected wave from that boundary will have l o wer peak values compared to the wave re ected from a non-energy-absorbing boundary. In Figure 16 , the boundary at t 1 = 100 is a purely porous boundary which absorbs energy, while the boundary at t 1 = ,100 is a fully re ective boundary which absorbs no energy. In order to see more clearly the wave behavior at these two boundaries, we plot these two boundary edges at the same time in Figure 18 and Figure 17 , respectively.
In addition to Figure 16 -18, Figure 19 shows the time functions of and v at one point, t 1 = 100 and t 2 = 0 , on the resistive boundary. The boundary condition is speci ed by 65. Clearly, w e can see from Figure 19 that and v behave exactly as in 65 no phase di erence between v and .
If the boundary is a purely energy-storing elastic boundary, such as that described by 64, then we can expect a 90 degree phase di erence between v and . Figure 20 shows the time functions of and v at one point, t 1 = 100 and t 2 = 0, on such a boundary where this 90 degree phrase di erence between v and is evident. If the boundary not only stores energy but also absorbs energy from the incoming wave due to porosity, then we m a y set the boundary condition at t 1 = 100 according to 66. The time functions of and v at one point, t 1 = 100 and t 2 = 0, on this boundaries is shown in Figure 21 . We can see from Figure 21 that the phase di erence between v and is not as great as in the purely elastic boundary case.
These results help con rm the correctness of the wave digital simulation technique discovered by Fettweis 1, 2, 3 together with the method for accommodating boundary conditions developed here. 
Conclusions
We have developed a method for incorporating lumped boundary conditions either linear or nonlinear into wave digital simulations of higher-dimensional PDE systems. This procedure may begeneralized and immediately applied to many hyperbolic system of PDE's, including nonlinear ones.
We have also proposed a simple equation counting" method to determine in any speci c case if the procedure is or is not applicable, and provided examples of corrective actions that may be taken in those cases in which the counting method indicates that the procedure is not immediately applicable.
A three-dimensional parallel plate problem has been used as a running example to illustrate the detailed procedure.
Results of several simulations of an acoustics problem which is very similar to the threedimensional parallel plate problem are shown.
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